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Abstract In order to enable document data and knowledge to be efficiently shared
and reused across application, enterprise, and community boundaries, desktop doc-
uments should be completely open and queryable resources, whose data and knowl-
edge are represented in a form understandable to both humans and machines. At the
same time, these are the requirements that desktop documents need to satisfy in or-
der to contribute to the visions of the Semantic Web. With the aim of achieving this
goal, we have developed the Semantic Document Model (SDM), which turns desk-
top documents into Semantic Documents as uniquely identified and semantically an-
notated composite resources, that can be instantiated into human-readable (HR) and
machine-processable (MP) forms. In this paper, we present the SDM along with an
RDF and ontology-based solution for the MP document instance. Moreover, on top
of the proposed model, we have built the Semantic Document Management System
(SDMS), which provides a set of services that exploit the model. As an application
example that takes advantage of SDMS services, we have extended MS Office with
a set of tools that enables users to transform MS Office documents (e.g., MS Word
and MS PowerPoint) into Semantic Documents, and to search local and distant se-
mantic document repositories for document content units (CUs) over Semantic Web
protocols.

1 Introduction

The Semantic Web aims at providing an environment in which both humans and
software agents can unambiguously determine the meaning of resources and make
better use of them [2]. Moreover, data and knowledge stored within a resource
should be easily accessible across application, enterprise, and community bound-
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aries. In traditional desktop architectures, applications are isolated islands with
their own data, which are unaware of related and relevant data in other applica-
tions [10]. Heterogeneous, application-specific document formats, which keep data
into schema specific elements, do not allow data interoperability between the ap-
plications. In a similar way, there is no standardized architecture for interoperation
and data exchange between the desktops of different users. In order to achieve data
interoperability on local desktops and its seamless integration with other resources
of the Semantic Web, the first step is the organization of local desktops as com-
plete RDF and ontology-based environments. This brings us to the notion of the
Semantic Desktop [3] - the driving paradigm for desktop computing in the area of
the Semantic Web. In other words, local desktops should become the Semantic Web
for a single user.

Digital desktop documents (e.g., Word, PDF and PowerPoint) hold a significant
part of the data and knowledge stored on local desktops and hence they play an im-
portant role in the vision of the Semantic Desktop and the Semantic Web. However,
in order to fully participate in this vision traditional desktop documents need to be
adapted first. The large variety of application-specific document formats hampers
the interoperability of document data. Document data is kept into schema-specific
elements and is hardly accessible across application boundaries. In the last few years
several XML-based document formats have been developed, such as the Open Doc-
ument Format for Office Applications (ODF) [16] and Microsoft Open Office XML
(OOXML) [5], which opened a way towards easier document transformation and
data exchange. Yet, the development of export/import functions is a difficult and
costly process, as it requires detailed knowledge of both the input and output for-
mats.

The variety of application-specific document formats is not only issue that im-
pacts the interoperability of document data. In order to be discovered and then
reused, document data needs to be semantically annotated. So far, several docu-
ment annotation frameworks [23] that apply one of the two annotation storage mod-
els, the Semantic Web model and Document-Centric (word processor) model, there
have been developed. In the first model, annotations are stored separately from the
source document. An advantage of this model is that no changes to a document are
required. However, this model is rarely applied to desktop documents because an
efficient solution of the maintenance of links between document content and anno-
tations still does not exist. The Document-Centric model stores annotations inside
the internal document representation and has been used as the dominant annotation
model for desktop documents (e.g., Word, PDF, PowerPoint) [4, 6, 22], mainly be-
cause it overcomes the problem of keeping annotations and documents consistent.
However, storing annotations inside a document usually requires the extension of
the document format schema, which is not always possible. The other problem of
the document annotation is the lack of appropriate schema elements for the annota-
tions of document CUs of different levels of granularity (e.g., sections, paragraphs,
images, tables). The majority of existing document schemas provides elements for
document annotations at the level of a whole document, while document CUs of
lower granularity remain unannotated. This is primarily because document schemas
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do not define document CUs as uniquely identified and addressable entities that
can hold their own annotations. Accordingly, the discoverability and reusability of
document CUs is significantly decreased.

Moreover, the existing desktop documents are suited primarily for humans, so
that knowledge modeled within them is not represented in a form that allows intel-
ligent software agents to discover and use it. Document annotation with ontologies,
known as Semantic Document approach [6], is as an attempt to conceptualize doc-
ument knowledge. However, we believe that the term ‘Semantic Document’ should
not denote only documents annotated with ontologies, but rather a new category
of documents that can fully contribute in the environment envisioned by the Se-
mantic Web. In order to be a part of the Semantic Web resources, digital desktop
documents need to be adapted first. This adaptation will lead to a new generation
of documents that we call semantic documents. We have identified following four
principles, which can be considered as the basis of semantic documents:

1. Document content should be completely queryable, with addressable elements
(i.e., CUs) of different granularity;

2. A whole document and all its CUs should be uniquely identified with URIs
(Unique Resource Identifiers);

3. A document as a whole, as well as document CUs should be annotated with
substantial sets of metadata;

4. Human-understandable knowledge that is modeled in document CUs should be
also represented in a form it can be processed by machines (i.e., software agents).

In accordance to these principles we have developed Semantic Document Model
(SDM), which turns digital documents into semantic documents. The model takes
the existing digital documents as human readable (HR) instances of the semantic
document and integrates it with the newly created machine processable (MP) in-
stance. We have taken existing digital documents as the HR instances in order to let
users continue to use well-established document formats and because of the devel-
opment of new document authoring systems, which is an expensive investment that
is not likely to happen.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next Section, we discuss the document
evolution starting from paper-based documents then digital documents to the envi-
sioned semantic documents. In Section 3, we first present the SDM, then propose
an RDF and ontology-based solution for the MP document instance, and conclude
the section with the explanation of how semantic documents are stored and orga-
nized. In Section 4, we first explain the notion of the Social Semantic Desktop (SSD)
paradigm and outline the architecture of the NEPOMUK SSD [10] as a real example
of the SSD. Then we explain the Semantic Document Management System (SDMS)
that we have developed on the top of the SDM, and how it can be integrated into the
NEPOMUK SSD platform. In Section 5, in order to illustrate semantic documents
in real use, we present some application examples (i.e., MS Office add-ins) that take
advantage of the SDMS services. In Sections 6, we identify some shortcomings of
the presented work and continue with related works in Section 7. Discussion of
future work and final remarks conclude the paper.
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2 From Paper-Based and Digital to Semantic Documents

A document is a bounded physical representation of a body of information designed
to convey information. Documents play a key role in the construction of social re-
ality [1] and therefore play a part in accounts of every important aspect of human
society and culture. The form of documents has been changing over time following
the development of human society. One of the key changes happened with the in-
troduction of ‘Digital Era’, which led to the main classification of documents into
the paper-based and digital documents. Despite many differences between these
two forms of documents, the purpose of documents remained unchanged. Both the
paper-based and digital documents serve as a medium for the information sharing
between humans. The next form of documents, which is inspired by the notions of
the Semantic Web and the Semantic Desktop, aims at enabling document data and
knowledge to be shared and understood not only by humans but also by machines. In
the rest of the section, we discuss the main features of the three forms of documents:
paper-based, digital and semantic.

The principle differences between paper-based and digital documents come from
different types of physical medium that is used for document storage and from the
way in which documents are created, managed and communicated among people.
Paper-based documents are created and managed completely manually or by using
some mechanical devices (e.g., a typewriter), and communicated among people in
the same manner as any other mobile physical object. Throughout history, there
have been used different materials such as clay tables, parchment and papyrus as the
physical medium for the storage of paper-based documents. Nowadays, paper is the
most common medium for this form of documents and hence the name paper-based
documents. In contrast to paper-based documents, digital documents are stored on
digital mediums such as hard disk drives (HDDs), CD-ROMs, external hard drives
and DVDs. Digital documents are computer supported in all phases of their life
cycle, starting from the creation and utilization to the archival and destruction. The
most popular ways of communicating digital documents are document publishing
on the Web and sending documents by e-mails.

Besides these principal differences, digital documents differ in many other ways
from paper-based documents. Prominent examples of digital documents such as
word processor documents, slide presentations, spreadsheets and PDF documents
are structured documents, which have a visual layer separate from their logical struc-
ture. The logical structure of digital documents enables direct access to particular
document parts, thus making the granularity in digital documents smaller than in
paper documents. By using named anchors, document parts can be linked to exter-
nal resources (e.g., other documents, Web pages and people). Moreover, readers can
add extra information at a particular point of document without making changes to
document content. This extra information is known as an annotation and may help
other readers to better understand document content. Logical document structure,
combined with possible annotations, opened the way for structuring and acquisi-
tion of document knowledge, which can turn a digital document into a widespread
knowledge model. Digital documents have some drawbacks as well. They are less
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stable in time (i.e., their content can change at any point in time) than paper docu-
ments, and can be cited only if they are managed by trustworthy sources.

Digital documents render a significant part of the knowledge base stored on lo-
cal desktops and as such they are important potential resources for the Semantic
Desktop and the Semantic Web. However, digital documents in a current form do
not meet the requirements demanded of the Semantic Web resources. The Semantic
Web resources have to be uniquely identified resources with easily accessible con-
tent and annotated with machine processable meta-level descriptions. The content
of current digital documents is usually locked into specific schema elements and is
not always addressable and accessible from the outside of the documents. More-
over, knowledge modeled within documents is represented in a HR form and cannot
be discovered and processed by machines. The transformation of digital documents
into the Semantic Web resources leads to the semantic documents as a new form
of documents. Several existing technologies, in particular ontologies and RDF, can
be taken as basis for semantic documents. Annotating digital documents with on-
tologies [23] has been the most common strategy to adapt digital documents to the
Semantic Web. However, in our opinion the ultimate goal of semantic documents is
not merely to provide annotations for documents, but to integrate two representa-
tions of the same knowledge: human readable (HR) and machine processable (MP)
and to create platform/tool independent, unified view of document data.

Semantic documents will even more differ from digital documents than digital
documents differ from paper documents. If we consider a paper document as a hard
copy of a digital document, then a digital document can be seen as human readable
form of a semantic document. Therefore, the generation of semantic documents can
be equated with the generation of the MP document form and its integration with
the existing digital documents (i.e., HR document instances).

3 Semantic Documents

In accordance to four principles that we stated in Section 1, we give the following
definition of semantic documents:

A Semantic Document is a uniquely identified and semantically annotated
composite resource. It is built of smaller resources (CUs), which can be ei-
ther composite or atomic and which are also uniquely identified and seman-
tically annotated. Each document CU is characterized by its content (data)
and knowledge, which are represented in a form understandable to both hu-
mans and machines. CUs can be put in different kinds of relationships with
other, uniquely identified resources (e.g., other CUs, Web Pages, people, in-
stitutions, etc.). Hierarchical and navigational relationships among CUs are
used to define document logical structure.
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Based on the given definition, semantic documents are resources, which exist in-
dependently of their concrete implementation. The two categories of possible users
(i.e., humans and machines) determine the two possible forms of the semantic doc-
ument implementation: human-readable (HR) and machine-processable (MP). Both
forms are persistent, with the difference that there is only one MP document instance
and that can be zero or several HR instances. The same document CUs in the MP and
HR instances are identified with the same URIs, establishing in that way the links
between the two document instances. These links allow users to take advantage of
new features enabled by the introduction of the MP document instance. Therefore,
the MP instance plays the key role in our vision of the semantic documents.

The MP document instance is universal, platform independent and completely
queryable. It enables the annotation of the semantic document and its CUs with dif-
ferent kinds of annotations and let the HR instances to be intact by the annotations.
Over the links between the MP and HR instances users can query the MP instance
to get the annotations. Moreover, the MP instance holds conceptualized document
knowledge, thus enabling users to deploy some software agents in discovering doc-
uments CUs based on their knowledge rather than performing full-text search. The
MP instance also provides mechanisms for versioning of CUs and formal repre-
sentation of changes made to CUs over time. In addition, universal and platform
independent MP instance, which can be rendered into different platform/tool spe-
cific HR instances, serves as a transformation bridge between platform/tool specific
document formats.

3.1 Semantic Document Model (SDM)

We have developed the SDM in accordance to the given definition and being par-
tially inspired by the Abstract Compound Content Model (ACCM) [14] and the
Abstract Learning Object Content Model (ALOCoM) [9], which both have roots in
the IBM’s Darwin Information Architecture (DITA) [18]. The ACCM model defines
CUs of different levels of granularity as well as the content aggregation architecture
that organizes CUs for content deliverables. From the prospective of the ACCM,
digital documents can be regarded as instances of the content aggregation architec-
ture in which document parts are considered as CUs. The ALOCoM has served as
the basis for supporting learning content personalization as well as learning con-
tent authoring. Unlike ALOCoM, which is an abstract content model for learning
content, the ACCM is applicable to any kind of digital content.

We have chosen ontologies to formally describe the SDM because they are
promising solution to both: modeling document logical structure and document
knowledge representation. Ontologies provide a number of useful features for in-
telligent systems, knowledge representation in general and for the knowledge en-
gineering process. Although the major purpose of ontologies is knowledge sharing
and knowledge reuse by applications [20], in the last decade, ontologies have also
emerged as one of the most popular modeling approaches to taxonomies, classifica-
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tions and other structures used in information systems (IS). The ontological founda-
tion of the SDM consists of the document ontology, annotation ontology and change
ontology. We have developed the all three ontologies as OWL ontologies by using
Protg ontology editor and they are available at [24].

3.1.1 Document ontology

The document ontology formally describes the SDM by providing definitions of
possible types of document CUs as well as architectural elements that organize CUs
into document logical structure. Fig. 1 gives the graphical representation of the doc-
ument ontology in a form of a Resource Description Framework (RDF) graph. The
ontology contains two groups of concepts: content elements and architectural ele-
ments.

The first group, that is content elements, contains concepts that define document
CUs as uniquely identified resources, which hold peaces of document content and
can be extracted form document context and reused in other documents. The main
concept in this group is ContentUnit (CU) concept, which has two sub-concepts:
ContentFragment (CF) and ContentObject (CO). The CF represents CUs in their
most basic form (i.e., raw digital resources) and can be further specialized into Dis-
creteCF (e.g., Graphic and TextFragment) and ContinuousCF (e.g., Audio, Video,
and Simulation). The CO represents CUs (e.g., Paragraph, Table and Slide), which
aggregate CFs and other COs by using the hasPart property and add navigation
among them by the hasOrdering property.

Fig. 1 Document Ontology
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The second group, that is, architectural elements contains concepts that define
elements of the document logical structure. Two core concepts are Aggregation-
Item (AI) and ContentAggregation (CA). The AI holds a reference to an instance
of the CU concept via a refersTo property and represents the appearance of the
CU within a document. The CA defines logical structure of a document by estab-
lishing relationships among the AIs. Besides aggregational relationships, which are
expressed with a hasPart property, the ContentAggregation defines navigational and
associative relationships via the hasOrdering and associateWith properties. The ag-
gregational and navigational relationships enable sequencing and structuring of the
document content in a form of the tree structure. On the other hand, the associative
relationships enable links among AIs based on the given criteria (e.g., this can be
used for modeling hyperlinks inside a document).

3.1.2 Annotation Ontology

One of the main objectives of our semantic document model is to enable software
agents to easily discover, access, and reuse document CUs of different levels of
granularity without affecting the document as a whole. However, prior to the access
and reuse, document CUs have to be discovered which demands their semantic an-
notation. In order to enable infrastructure for semantic annotation of document CUs,
we have developed the annotation ontology.

Our intention with the annotation ontology was not to cover all possible kinds
of annotations, but to provide common interface (e.g., classes and properties) for
adding annotations to the document CUs. Considering document CUs as constitutive
blocks of document context on the one hand, and isolated pieces of content on the
other hand, we have identified two types of possible annotations: 1) annotations
that belong to CUs independently of the document (i.e., context-free annotations)
and 2) annotations that belong to CUs when they are parts of the document (i.e.,
context-dependent annotations).

The annotation ontology relates the context-free annotations to instances of the
content elements defined by the document ontology. For this purpose, the ontol-
ogy introduces the hasAnnotation property and the ContentUnitAnnotation con-
cept, which act as a metadata binding to a CU. We have identified three categories
of context-free annotations: a) standardized metadata, b) usage metadata, and c)
subject-specific metadata.

Standardized metadata is described by internationally recognized vocabularies
like Dublin Core1 (DC) [6] or IEEE Learning Object Metadata2 (LOM) [14], which
are designed to describe any kind of resources, that is, anything that has iden-
tity. We have chosen a subset of this metadata which is meaningful for document
CUs: dc:creator, dcterms:created, dc:format, dc:language,
dc:title and dc:description referring to the author(s), creation date, me-

1 Dublin Core Metadata Initiative: http://dublincore.org/
2 IEEE standard for learning object metadata: http://ltsc.ieee.org/wg12
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dia type, language(s), title and short description respectively and incorporated it in
the annotation ontology.

Usage metadata tracks information about the usage of document CUs in different
contexts by different users. Since one of our goals is to enable users to share their
documents by interacting (e.g., visiting, modifying and reusing) directly with the
document CUs, we have extended the annotation ontology with a set of properties
and concepts to capture this interaction (Fig. 2). There are three new concepts: Mod-
ification, Reuse, and Visit; and three new properties: numOfVisits, numOfModifica-
tions and numOfReuses. All the three introduced concepts are characterized by the
time of the interaction and person who is involved in it. The Modification and Reuse
concepts also track information about deployed applications during the interaction.
Every time the user interacts with the document CU, the interaction metadata is
added to the CU. This metadata is primarily used to determine how some document
CUs correspond to the users preferences (e.g., if the user prefers recently modi-
fied CUs or CUs reused many times, etc.) and has an important role in the ranking
algorithm for document CUs that we have presented in [13].

Fig. 2 Annotation ontology - usage metadata

Subject-specific metadata of the CU is ontological metadata [20], which concep-
tualize the same subjects as those described by the CU. The annotation ontology
uses the dc:subjectproperty to add the subject-specific metadata to the CU. This
metadata is actually a set of ontological concepts, which can be regarded as the con-
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ceptualization of knowledge/phenomena modeled by the CU. Since one of our goals
with the SDM is to represent document knowledge not only in human readable but
also in machine-processable form, this metadata plays an important role in our ap-
proach. It allows intelligent software agents to manipulate with conceptualized doc-
ument knowledge. On the other hand, it also enables humans to use software agents
in locating document CUs based on the knowledge modeled within them. There are
two approaches to obtaining this metadata, that is, to finding and relating appropri-
ate ontological concepts to document CUs. One is the manual annotation based on
the domain experts knowledge and the other is automatic annotation based on the
information extraction (IE) and natural language processing (NLP) techniques.

The context-dependent annotations characterize the CUs only when they are parts
of the document context. The annotation ontology relates these annotations to the
instances of the AggregationItem concept defined by the document ontology, which
refer to the CUs and represent their appearance within the document. For this pur-
pose, we have introduced the ItemAnnotation concept that serves as a metadata bind-
ing around the AggregationItem. Currently, we use the context-dependent annota-
tions for adding rhetorical and cognitive descriptions [8, 9] to CUs. To achieve this
we extended the annotation ontology with two new concepts: RhetoricalElement
(e.g., Abstract, Overview and Introduction) and CognitiveElement (e.g., Definition
and Procedure). These annotations enable users to include rhetorical and cognitive
aspects when they search for document CUs.

3.1.3 Change Ontology

Change ontology (Fig. 3) tracks possible changes to document CUs and document
logical structure in accordance to their definitions by the document ontology. The
change ontology has three main concepts: CFChange, COChange, and CAChange.

Fig. 3 Change ontology

The CFChange is a change made to a CF, which creates a new version of the
CF. Since the CF is an atomic CU that can not be disaggregated into smaller units,
a CFChange can only be determined by comparing the old and new versions of
the CF. In order to keep track of this kind of changes, the presence of both the old
and new versions of the CF is necessary. Thereby, we defined the oldVersion and
newVersion properties, to link the old and new versions of the CF to the instance
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of the CFChange concept. By deleting the old version, we lose all the information
about the changes that translate this version into the new version.

The COChange is a change made to a CO, which create a new version of the
CO. Based on the CO definition, we have identified the following possible types
of the CO modifications: 1) addition of CFs; 2) subtraction of CFs; 3) reordering
of CFs; and 4) changes to CFs which are part of the CO. The first two are mod-
eled by the addedCF and subtractedCF properties which link added and subtracted
CFs to COChange. The third is modeled by the newOrder and oldOrder properties,
which link instances of the rdf:List concept to the CFChange. The instances of the
rdf:list keep the new and old order of CFs in the CO. If the modification to the
CO is a result of changes to CFs, which are part of the CO, than instances of the
CFChange are linked to the COChange by the hasCFChange property. In contrast
to the CFChange, the COChange does not necessarily need to keep link to the old
version of the CO. In the case of losing the old version of the CO, it can be rebuilt
based on the new version and captured changes by the COChange.

Besides changes to document CUs, the change ontology also captures possible
changes to document logical structure. The logical structure of a document can be
changed either by adding, subtracting, or reordering references (i.e., Aggregation-
Items) to the document CUs. The ontology defines the CAChange concept and the
addedItem, subtractedItem, oldOrder, and newOrder properties to model changes
to document logical structure.

3.2 The MP and HR instances of semantic documents

Semantic documents can be instantiated into HR and MP forms. Both forms are per-
sistent with the difference that exists only one MP instance and zero or several HR
instances. Actually, a new HR instance can be rendered from the MP instance at any
time when humans want to browse or edit the semantic document. Changes to a HR
instance are not necessarily changes to the semantic document. Only the author and
a set of authorized users have rights to change the semantic document by incorpo-
rating changes from HR instances. The MP and HR instances are stored separately
without restricting each other, but well linked in order to ensure consistency and
synchronous evolution of data and knowledge modeled by the semantic document.
Fig. 4 gives the illustration of the semantic document by showing the couple of its
MP and HR instances and the application range of the document, annotation and
domain ontologies within the document. From the human point of view the advan-
tage of this coupling is that users can continue to work with documents as before,
but now they can also use different services provided by software agents, which
are capable to process the MP document instance. For example, the ontology-based
software agents can be used to locate and retrieve document CUs, which model the
desired knowledge (i.e., CUs to which are related ontological concepts that concep-
tualize the desired knowledge). From the machine point of view the advantage of
the coupling, that is, the advantage of the existence of the MP document instance
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Fig. 4 The illustration of the semantic document: a) The two instances of the semantic document
HR and MP; b) The range of the document, annotation, and domain ontologies

is that intelligent software agents can ’understand’ and use document knowledge in
reasoning and answering to some domain-specific questions.

We have identified following principles, which act as the basis of the MP and HR
document instances and define the correlation between them:

• The use of existing document formats as a HR instance;
• Universal, platform-independent and queryable MP instance;
• Bidirectional links between the MP and HR instances;
• Semantic annotations stored only into the MP instance;

First, the use of existing, well-established document formats, as a HR document
instance is preferred because the development of new formats and tools for their
management requires expensive investment and it is not likely to happen. There-
fore, the success of the SDM demands the use of existing document formats as the
HR instances of the semantic document. Accordingly, new services introduced by
the model should be implemented through extensions to the existing document man-
agement environments. Currently, there are numerous document formats, many of
which have format schemas that are very strict and difficult to extend. This actually
means that the possibility of storing some meta-level descriptions into internal doc-
ument representation is limited to the ability of a formats schema to be extended. In
our approach, we do not face this problem, since we store the MP document instance
separately from the HR instances. Changes to documents (e.g., PDF and MS Office
documents) are minimized: specifically, the only necessary change is embedding
CU URIs and CU version IDs (VIDs), which are used to uniquely identify a CU.
The majority of existing document formats has some support for hidden bookmarks
or simple types of annotation (e.g., PDF annotation element for PDF documents and
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custom XML markup and hidden bookmarks for MS Office documents) and we take
advantage of this for embedding the CU URIs and VIDs.

Second, the MP document instance should be universal and platform-independent,
so that it does not have to be rebuilt each time a new technology comes along. Also,
it has to be completely open and queryable to allow easy access and retrieval of the
document CUs and their semantics. Responding to these requirements, we have cho-
sen the Semantic Web technologies, in particular ontologies and RDF, as the basis
of the MP instance. The MP instance is an RDF graph, whose nodes are instances
of CU concepts defined by the document ontology (e.g., Paragraph, Table, Image,
and Slide). To these nodes are linked concepts from the domain ontologies, which
conceptualize the same phenomena as those described by the document CUs, that
is, subject-specific metadata in accordance to the annotation ontology. The other
two types of annotations defined by the annotation ontology are linked to the RDF
nodes as well. The RDF nodes that are instances of the CUs of the CF type (e.g.,
TextFragment, Image, Audio, and Video) should also hold CU binary content (data).
However, current RDF repositories are not meant to store large chunks of binary
data so that the content from CUs is placed into binary data stores and linked to
RDF nodes. In addition, the relationships between the nodes that are defined by the
properties from the document ontology, model the document logical structure. Tra-
ditionally, a document structure is considered as a tree-like structure, although some
document formats (e.g., MS Office) support hyperlinks between non parent-child
document CUs. In accordance to our definition of semantic documents, a document
logical structure is a graph structure, which enables not only parent-child navigation
but also other navigation paths through the document. Therefore, the RDF vocabu-
lary, which is defined primarily to describe resources as interlinked graph nodes, is
a promising solution to modeling document logical structure.

Third, as mentioned before, the MP instance of the document has an RDF node
for each document CU. Each node is identified with the URI and Version Identifier
(VID). While rendering the HR instance from the MP instance, copies of these iden-
tifiers are embedded in the HR instances, thus forming the link between the same
CUs of the two instances. Via these links, humans can obtain the additional infor-
mation of the CUs, which is store only into the MP instance. On the other hand,
the links between the HR and MP instances also enable users to edit the document
by editing its HR instances. By using appropriate services, the authorized users can
incorporate changes they made to the HR instances into MP document instance.

Fourth, semantic annotations of the semantic documents are stored only into the
MP instance, thus enabling the semantic annotation model to be unconstrained by
the specifics of different document format schemas. The majority of existing desk-
top document annotation models [6, 22, 23] store annotations inside the internal
document representation. Such annotation storage model has been used mainly be-
cause it overcomes the problem of keeping annotations and documents consistent.
However, storing annotations inside a document usually demands the extension of
the document format schema, which is not always possible. Thus, the possibility of
the annotation depends on the ability of a document format schema to be extended.
In our approach, we simplify the annotation process by adding annotations to RDF
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nodes of the MP instance instead of embedding them into the internal document
representation of the HR instances. The semantic document annotation becomes
independent of the HR document format. Through links between the MP and HR
instances the user can access annotations of each document CU while browsing its
content. In the same way, the user can edit existing or add new annotations to the
semantic document.

3.3 Storage and Organization of Semantic Documents

After the transformation of digital documents into semantic documents, the HR in-
stance (i.e., a digital document with embedded CUs’ URIs) can stay on the same
location in the file system as it was before the transformation or can be moved
somewhere else. The embedded document’s URI is unaffected by the location of
the document in the file system. Moreover, by making a copy of the document or
by changing the document’s name, the document remains the same resource. If the
user changes content of the already transformed digital document, system, which
manages semantic documents, should initiate process of updating the MP instance.

Fig. 5 Semantic Document Store: a) Digital documents with embedded CUs’ URIs (HR in-
stances); b) RDF data store (MP document instances); c) Binary data store (CUs binary content)

The MP instance is stored in an RDF repository. Conceptually each RDF node
can store string data in an xsd:string datatyped literal and binary data in an
xsd:base64Binary datatyped literal. However, current RDF repositories are
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not meant to store larger chunk of binary data [11]. When a large amount of data
has to be managed, queries in structured query languages such as SPARQL [19]
are not always powerful enough. The MP instance does not approach such problem
since it is not meant to store the CU’s content. The content stays in the source digital
document and can be accessed via links made by embedded URIs. For example, if
logical structure of the digital document is described by XML, access to content of
the document CUs can be realized by using XPointer3 references. However, in order
to speed up the access to the content while utilizing the MP instance, we extract the
content of each CU and store it in a binary store during the transformation process.
Content from textual CUs is placed into plain text files, while content from media
CUs is placed in appropriate media files. Names of these binary files encrypt the
URIs of document CUs and establish the link between the CUs and their binary
content. Files stored in the binary store are only accessible through the system’s
services. The binary content is indexed and enables full-text search as supplement
to structured queries over RDF data. Fig. 5 illustrates stores of semantic document
components (i.e., HR and MP instances) and relations between them.

4 Social Semantic Desktop (SSD)

There are several new technologies, which could provide a means to build the se-
mantic bridges necessary for data exchange and application integration as well as
dramatically impact a way in which people interact and collaborate: the Semantic
Web, peer-to-peer computing and online social networking. Stefan Decker presented
in [3] a vision of how these different thrusts will evolve and produce the SSD The
main goal of the SSD is to transform the conventional desktop into a seamless,
networked working environment, by loosing the borders between individual appli-
cations and the physical workspace of different users [21]. The SSD adopts some of
the ideas of the Semantic Web. The aims of allowing data to more easily be shared
could be considered as a subset of those of the Semantic Web, but extended to a
user’s local computer, rather then just files stored on the Internet.

Formal ontologies that capture a shared conceptualization of desktop data, and
RDF as a common data representation format, can be used to unify all forms of data
and allow data to be accessed in a format independent way. Our aim in building the
semantic document model (SDM) on these principles is to enable data from digital
desktop documents to take part in the vision of the SSD. Since the SSD is regarded
as a building block of the Semantic Web [3], by including semantic documents into
the SSD they will also become resources of the Semantic Web. In order to test the
developed model and to explore its advantages and drawbacks in a real use, we
chose the NEPOMUK SSD [10] platform. In the rest of this section we first outline
the architecture of the NEPOMUK SSD platform and then discuss the integration
of semantic documents into the platform.

3 XPointer Framework: http://www.w3.org/TR/xptr-framework/
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4.1 Architecture of the NEPOMUK SSD

The NEPOMUK SSD is made up of the user’s individual desktops, which are or-
ganized in a peer-to-peer (P2P) fashion. The NEPOMUK architecture is organized
in three layers: Network Communication Layer, NEPOMUK Semantic Middleware
and Presentation Layer.

The role of the Network Communication Layer is to enable the communication
between peers (i.e., networked desktops). This layer provides: 1) the Event Based
System for distribution of the events between NEPOMUK peers, 2) the Messaging
System for routing messages and 3) the Peer-To-Peer File Sharing System which
enables the shared information space.

On the top of the Network Communication Layer is the NEPOMUK Semantic
Middleware. The role of this layer is to provide core services of the NEPOMUK
SSD, to enable the inter-service communication and to establish the infrastructure
for possible platform extension with new services. In order to operate within the
platform, services first need to be register at the Service Registry. Based on the op-
erating system (e.g., MS Windows, Mac OS, and Linux), different communication
techniques such as SOAP over HTTP, OSGI4 [21], or D-Bus5 [3] can be used for
interaction between the services. The core services are divided into two subsets.
The first subset contains services that are more specific in terms of purpose such
as Data Wrapping, Context Elicitation, Mapping and Alignment, and Text Analyt-
ics. The second subset contains Data Services, which are more general and usually
called by services from the first subset. Data Services are also important for our
work, and the services that we have developed and added to the NEPOMUK SSD
take advantage of them. The Data Services control the insertion, modification, and
deletion of resources in the NEPOMUK SSD. A resource can be any digital or non-
digital entity that is identified with a URI and described by RDF descriptions. For
local queries and offline work, the RDF descriptions and resource binary data are
stored by the Data Storage services in the NEPOMUK RDF data store and NEPO-
MUK binary data store respectively. If a user wants to share a resource with other
users, the RDF descriptions of the resource need to be uploaded to the distributed
index of the peer-to-peer file sharing system (i.e., distributed RDF data store). The
Data Search services can either issue a local search in the local store or a distributed
search in the underlying peer-to-peer system or both.

The top layer of the architecture is the Presentation Layer, which provides a
user interface to the services provided by the NEPOMUK Semantic Middleware.
The aim of the layer is not to build completely new applications and systems for
managing different types of resources that can be stored on the NEPOMUK SSD,
but to extend existing popular applications, such as Office applications, Email clients
and Web browsers so that they can take advantage of the middleware services.

4 OSGi Alliance: http://www.osgi.org/
5 D-Bus: http://www.freedesktop.org/wiki/Software/dbus
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4.2 Semantic Document Management System (SDMS)

In order to integrate semantic documents into NEPOMUK SSD we have developed
the SDMS as a set of services that can be integrated into NEPOMUK Middleware.
The SDMS enables the transformation of digital documents into semantic docu-
ments and storage of MP instances into NEPOMUK RDF data store. Moreover it
provides support for different functionalities, which are enabled by the introduced
SDM. The SDMS consists of the following services: Transformation, Annotation,
Indexing, Change-Tracing, Ranking, and Terms-Mapping.

The Transformation service scans the structure of a digital document to be trans-
formed, recognizes document CUs and generates the MP document instance as de-
fined in the SDM. For each CU (e.g., paragraph, image, and table), the MP instance
contains instances of appropriate concepts from the document ontology (e.g., Para-
graph, Image, and Table). The service generates a URI for each of those instances
and embeds them into the source digital document as hidden-bookmarks. More-
over, the service extracts all textual, audio and video data from the CUs and stores
them into the NEPOMUK binary data store. For each identified CU, the Transfor-
mation service also calls the Annotation service to semantically annotate the CU. At
the end of the transformation the MP component is generated and the NEPOMUK
Data Storage service stores it either into local NEPOMUK RDF data store if the
user does not want to share the document or into distributed RDF data store.

The Annotation service performs semantic annotation of the CUs with annota-
tions defined in the annotation ontology. It relates them to the RDF nodes within
the MP instance. The annotation process is fully automated. Values of standardized
metadata are derived from the documents metadata or generated based on the avail-
able formatting information. Some metadata is just literally copied from the doc-
uments metadata like dc:creator, dcterms:created, dc:formatand
dc:language,referring to the author(s), creation date, media type and lan-
guage(s) respectively. A value of a dc:title element is generated based on the for-
matting information. For example, a text fragment with a font style (e.g., title or
heading1) is used as a value for the dc:title element of all successive CUs up
to the next formatted text fragment. A value of a dc:descriptionelement is
generated out of the values of previously explained elements using the following
text pattern: “A content unit of dc:format media type with a title dc:title
authored by dc:creator; creation date dcterms:created” [9]. The usage
metadata comes from capturing interaction between the users and CUs over time.
Always when the users interact with the CUs the annotation service generates the
usage metadata and relates it to RDF nodes that represent the CUs. Moreover, the
service generates the subject-specific metadata by performing the ontology-based
information extraction from the CUs. The service first queries a set of specified
domain ontologies to find labels of their concepts and then for each found label it
generates a set of synonyms (the synonyms are obtained through a lexical ontology
such as WordNet). After that, for each CU the service checks if the CU contains
some of the labels or their synonyms and if so, relates the labeled concepts to the
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CU. Although, in the current implementation of the annotation service we are pri-
marily focused on the automatic CU annotation, we want to stress that the semantic
annotation model that we propose does not make any difference between manu-
ally and automatically generated annotations. In the near future we plan to enhance
the annotation module with support for the manual CU annotation. Moreover, doc-
ument CUs become sharable resources which can be annotated with unstructured
vocabularies (e.g., collaborative tags) as well.

The Indexing service does text indexing of all textual data from the document
CUs. The data is indexed after the transformation service places it into binary files.
The SDMS maintains a single index, which is updated always when a new document
is transformed. The index stores inverse mappings for pairs (CU’s URI, CU’s text).
Text indexing is included in order to supplement structured queries (e.g., SPARQL,
RQL and RDQL) on RDF data with full-text search. For the index implementation
we use the Apache Lucene6 [1] IR Library.

The Change-Tracing service inspects the HR document instance and if there are
some changes to document CUs creates a change-log as an instance of the change
ontology. For changed CUs, the service creates a new VID and relates it to the
ontological instance of the CU in the MP document instance. The VID is also added
to the CU’s hidden-bookmark within the HR instance and along with the CU’s URI
uniquely identifies the CU.

The Terms-Mapping service maps a set of terms with a set of domain concepts.
The service queries the domain ontology for concepts whose labels contain some of
the specified terms or their synonyms. Ideally, there is only one ontology for each
domain. In reality, however, we are faced with many ontologies of partially overlap-
ping domains (e.g., FOAF, SIOC and hCard for the description of the Web users).
The NEPOMUK Semantic Middleware provides the Mapping service that can be
used to find related or equivalent concepts from different ontologies. The Terms
Mapping service takes advantage of the Mapping service in resolving potential re-
dundancy within the found set of domain concepts. The Terms Mapping service is
mostly used as a part of the ontology-based search for document CUs, which are
annotated with ontological concepts.

The Ranking service ranks the document CUs within a set of CUs that is retrieved
by the Data Search service. The applied ranking algorithm is based on the user’s
preferences regarding CUs, such as number of CU’s versions and occurrences in
different documents, which are specified as a part of the user’s profile, and weight-
ing schemas, which we have developed for each preference [13]. By applying the
weighting schemas, the service first calculates the weight of each CU and than ac-
cording to CUs weights, ranks them within the retrieved set.

6 Apache Lucene IR Library: http://lucene.apache.org/
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5 Application Examples

Many desktop applications are possible sources of resources that could be managed
by the NEPOMUK SSD. By integrating the SDMS services into the NEPOMUK
Semantic Middleware we extend the set of possible resources with digital desktop
documents, which are first transformed into semantic documents and then stored on
the NEPOMUK SSD. Currently, the SDMS supports the transformation of only MS
Office documents but in the near future we plan to add support for other common
desktop document as well. In order to provide a user interface to the SDMS services
for MS Office users, we have developed two MS Office add-ins: Transformer Add-
In and Authoring Recommender Add-In [15]. Transformer Add-In enables users to
transform MS Office documents into semantic documents, and store them on the
NEPOMUK SSD. Authoring Recommender Add-In enables the users to search lo-
cal and distributed semantic document stores for desired document CUs and incor-
porate them in their documents. We now briefly describe the main features of these
two add-ins from the perspective of the processes in which they participate. Further
information, snapshots and demos can be found on the SDMS Web page [24].

Fig. 6 Sharing document CUs between peers in the Social Network using the SDMS

The transformation process is almost fully automated and the user workload is
minimized. The GUI of the Transformer Add-In is simple to use and follows the
main design principles of the MS Office GUI. Prior to the transformation, the user
can select domain ontologies that describe the tentative topic of the document to be
transformed. If the ontology repository, which is a part of the NEPOMUK RDF data
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store, does not contain appropriate domain ontology, the user can add the new ontol-
ogy to the repository and then select it. After the selection of the ontologies the user
starts the transformation. During the transformation, the add-in utilizes four SDMS
services: Transformation, Annotation, Indexing, and Change-Tracing. At the end of
the successful transformation, the MP instance of the document is generated and
stored in the local NEPOMUK RDF data store or delegated to the distributed store.
The HR instance (i.e., MS Word or MS PowerPoint) is extended with embedded
CUs’ URIs and document CUs’ binary data (e.g. text, images, audios) is extracted,
indexed and stored in the NEPOMUK binary data store. To store the MP instance
as well as binary data the add-in calls the Data Storage services.

By integrating semantic documents in the NEPOMUK SSD, semantic documents
become part of a collaborative environment, which enables sharing and exchanging
of document CUs across social and organizational relationships (see Fig. 6). In or-
der to enable users to search and retrieve document CUs form local or distributed
stores while working in MS Office applications we have developed the Authoring
Recommender Add-In. Through the GUI of the add-in (see Fig. 7), the user can
specify following information: 1) a set of ontologies that conceptualize the domain
of interest (see Fig. 7a), 2) a set of tentative terms, and 3) a CU media type (e.g.
text, image, audio and video). The add-in then calls the Data Search service, which
searches the repository(ies) of semantic documents for document CUs by combining
the ontology-based and content/text-based search. For the ontology-based search,
the add-in first calls the Terms-Mapping service to translate the set of specified terms
into ontological concepts. The set of ontological concepts along with the specified
CU media type are then combined and internally transformed into a query in the
SPARQL query language [19]. The Data Search service executes the query over
the RDF data stores and retrieves the URIs of found CUs. For the full-text search
the add-in composes query out of the specified terms and calls the Indexing service,
which delegates the query to the system’s index. The result of the full-text search
is also a set of CU URIs. The results of both the ontology-based and the full-text
search can be combined in different ways. Since, we prefer to search document CUs
based on the phenomena they describe rather than simple keyword matching, the
full-text search is just a secondary option, which is used only if the ontology-based
search does not return any results.

Once the search is completed, the add-in calls the Ranking service, which ranks
the retrieved set of CUs. Finally, based on the CU’s URI, the Data Storage service
determines if the CU’s content is stored in the local binary data store or in the binary
data store of the other NEPOMUK peers, and retrieves the content to the add-in. The
add-in provides a preview of the retrieved CUs content as well as the CU’s metadata
(Fig. 7b). In the same preview, the user can find information about the evolution
path of the CU. Once the user selects the CU to reuse, the add-in adds the CU to the
current cursor position in the active document. Along with the addition of the CU to
the document, the add-in also incorporates a hidden-bookmark with the CU’s URI.
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Fig. 7 Authoring Recommender add-in: a) ontology selection b) content unit preview

6 Discussion

The existing types of digital desktop documents (e.g., PDF, MS Office, and OpenOf-
fice) offer a plenty of nice features, and many users have become deeply familiar
with them. By using the existing types of documents as HR instances of the se-
mantic documents, we do not put any additional burden on users and let them work
with documents in the same manner as before. On the other hand, the semantic
documents (i.e., the MP instances) bring new services, which can further improve
document usability and make users’ lives easier. Having the MP instance repre-
sented as an RDF graph and by using structured query languages such as SPARQL,
RDQL and RQL, we can reach any part (CU) of the document without knowing
anything about the document structure, which is not the case with the regular XML-
based documents. By linking annotations to RDF nodes in the MP document in-
stance, we solve the problem of insufficiency of appropriate schema elements for
different kinds of annotations. Instead of extending schemas with new elements and
attributes, which is very difficult because of the strict schema definitions, the new
kinds of annotations can be easily added to the RDF nodes by defining the new
properties in the annotation ontology. The links between the MP document instance
and HR instances allow users to access and modify document data and annotations
stored in the MP instance. Moreover, the RDF-based MP instance allows remote
search of semantic documents over Semantic Web protocols [19]. The RDF nodes
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are also envisaged to store binary data, but because of the low performance of cur-
rently available RDF stores when RDF nodes store large amount of binary data,
we place binary data of document CUs into a binary data store. Storing document
binary data outside of the MP instance has some advantages as well. Document bi-
nary data can be efficiently indexed and searched by using traditional IR techniques.
In the search service that we have developed as a part of the SDMS, we combine
structured SPARQL queries with full-text search of binary data.

A critical factor of the introduced SDM is the linkage between the HR and MP
document instances. The way of the linkage that we propose in the SDM is possi-
ble if document format has the logical structure described via a markup language
(e.g., XML). However, the use of existing digital documents as the HR instances
was chosen purely for technical reasons since the development of completely new
tools for processing the new document format is an expensive investment. However,
we believe that over time the HR instances will be rendered from the MP instance
at the time when humans want to see the document content and there will be no
permanent copy of them. Of course, in this case the MP instance will have to keep
some formatting information as well. Believing that the permanent copy of the HR
instances in a form of today’s documents will disappear, we consider the obvious
problem of the linkage between the MP and HR instances to be temporary. The MP
instance could serve as the only permanent form of the document, which will be
rendered into different human readable forms on demand.

The other possible bottleneck of the SDM, which is a concern of the Semantic
Web and Knowledge Representation areas as well, is the existence of many overlap-
ping ontologies that conceptualize the same domain. By using different ontologies
to annotate documents whose topics belong to the same domain, there is a lack of
shared understanding of knowledge modeled within them. There are two solutions
for this problem: 1) all people should use universally recognized, standardized do-
main ontologies, or 2) apply some ontology alignment techniques [7]. Ontology
alignment is the process of determining correspondences between ontological con-
cepts. Both solutions, the standardized ontologies and the ontology alignment, have
comparative advantages and drawbacks.

Ontology evolution may also have the influence on the semantic documents mod-
eled by the SDM. The semantics of some concept can change over time and become
irrelevant for knowledge modeled within the document. Therefore, the semantic
documents will need to be periodically checked in order to determine if some onto-
logical concepts are no longer relevant.

In terms of the development of the SDMS we have faced several problems as
well. For example, we apply some content analysis techniques to extract informa-
tion from textual CUs and then use this information to find appropriate ontological
concepts and link them to the CUs. However, for media CUs the existing content
analysis techniques are more complicated and they are missing in the current im-
plementation of the SDMS. Media CUs are annotated only with information that
comes form context and usage analyses. Moreover, the full-text search, which we
use as a secondary (optional) search is only possible for local document stores.
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7 Related Work

So far, the term ‘semantic documents’ has mainly been used to describe approaches
to combining documents and ontologies [6]. The majority of them are focused on
document annotation with ontologies by linking ontological concepts to regions of
text and graphics in the document. Some examples of annotation frameworks that
apply this kind of annotations are: 1) PDFTab [6], an extension to the Protg on-
tology editor that allows developers to annotate PDF documents with OWL-based
ontologies; 2) Semantic Word [22], which provides a GUI based tool to help analysts
annotate MS Word documents with DAML ontologies; 3) SALT [8], an ontology-
based authoring framework that allows authors to semantically annotate LATeX
documents; and 4) ActiveDoc [12], which enables annotation of documents at three
levels: ontology-based content annotation, free text statements and on-demand doc-
ument enrichment. We have identified several general shortcomings that character-
ize the document annotation approach used in all above listed frameworks. Firstly,
they all try to store annotations and their definitions (i.e., ontological concepts and
properties) inside the document’s internal representation, so that the annotation is
strongly dependent on available schema elements that are designed to store ad-
ditional information and on provided linkage mechanisms. Secondly, ontological
concepts are related to regions of the document, which are usually delimited by
schema-defined structural elements, or by their size and position within the docu-
ment. These parts of documents are usually not uniquely identified and are hardly
addressable. Different schemas have different definitions for the same type of struc-
tural elements, so that during the document transformation the links between the
annotations and appropriate structural elements are mainly lost. Finally, in order
to reach document annotations, knowledge on a document schema is necessary. In
spite of these shortcomings, the document annotation with ontologies and the de-
veloped frameworks has improved discoverability of document content. However,
unlike our approach, these approaches do nothing about document decomposition,
CUs versioning, and tracking information about the CUs usage and changing. Their
contribution in improving data interoperability across application boundaries is also
minor. In order to access some data from one application-specific document within
other applications, it is still necessary to apply export/import functions to transform
document data into an appropriate application format.

As our approach does not only consider a problem of semantic annotation, but
also document decomposition into reusable and uniquely identified document CUs,
we want to compare our approach with some existing Composite Document Mod-
els/Frameworks. Accordingly, we found a comparison with OpenDoc [17] to be
enlightening. OpenDoc envisages a document as being composed of material con-
tributed from a variety of sources such as MacWrite, Adobe Photoshop and Adobe
Illustrator. Each piece of material is rendered by calling on the appropriate applica-
tion at the appropriate time. The main and crucial difference to our approach is that
pieces of materials, which are used in composing the document, exist as parts of
diverse application specific documents, while in our approach they are considered
as resources that exist independently of the implementation form. In many ways
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OpenDoc was well ahead of its time, but it floundered because of the need to have a
wide variety of authoring applications available.

In terms of applications, we find it interesting to compare our work to the ALO-
CoM framework [9, 24]. The goal of this framework is sharing and reusing of doc-
ument CUs of different granularity based on their semantic annotation. The frame-
work decomposes document content into CUs, enriches them with a set of extracted
metadata and then stored them into a centralized repository. In this way the extracted
document CUs are no longer a part of the document context and their further evolu-
tion has no any effect to the document. On the contrary, in our approach we trans-
form complete documents into the semantic documents and document CUs remain
parts of the document context. Also, ALOCoM CUs are not considered as unique
resources, which can be included in different contexts. Instead, they are considered
as annotated pieces of the document content, which can be copied and reused many
times. Moreover, in our approach we store semantic documents on the local desk-
top, which is networked over the NEPOMUK SSD platform. This enables users to
access and retrieve document CUs directly from the other users, instead of searching
the centralized repository as it is the case with the ALOCoM.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented the Semantic Document Model (SDM), which de-
fines semantic documents as composite resources with uniquely identified and se-
mantically annotated CUs, whose data and knowledge can be represented in two
forms: human readable (HR) and machine processable (MP). The full potential of
the model comes from the MP document instance, which is unique and platform in-
dependent and can be accessed from any HR document instances. We have chosen
the Semantic Web technologies, in particular ontologies and RDF, as the basis of
the proposed MP instance. The proposed MP instance enables: unique CUs identifi-
cation; flexible semantic annotation of document CUs with different types of anno-
tations; conceptualized representation of document CUs knowledge; and capturing
and formal representation of changes made to CUs over time. The user can query
the MP instance over Semantic Web protocols and access and retrieve document
CUs based on their semantics and conceptualized knowledge. The intelligent soft-
ware agents can potentially use conceptualized knowledge from the MP instance to
answer some domain questions. In accordance with the proposed model and MP in-
stance, we built the SDMS for managing documents represented by the model (i.e.,
Semantic Documents). The services provided by the SDMS are currently integrated
into MS Office (e.g., MS Word and PowerPoint) through the add-ins (i.e., Trans-
former add-in and Authoring Recommender add-in), which we developed. These
add-ins enable office users to transform MS Office documents (i.e., Word and Pow-
erPoint) into semantic documents and search local and distant repositories of se-
mantic documents for document CUs by executing remote SPARQL queries. More
importantly, this facilitates a collaboration of users by being able to seamlessly ex-
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change their document CUs. To achieve this, we take advantage of some of the
services provided by the NEPOMUK SSD platform.

In the future work, we plan to perform some studies to evaluate the proposed
model and to figure out its impact on the document authoring in collaborative en-
vironments such as the NEPOMUK SSD. Moreover, we plan to work on capturing
different aspects of the interaction between users and document CUs and to apply
such observed results to further improve discoverability and retrieval of document
CUs. Application support for other common documents, such as PDF and OpenOf-
fice, is also something we plan to work on.
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